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Outline

› Enterprise Systems Application Domain
› Definitions

› What does an architect do?
› Architectures and technologies

› Non-functional requirements

IT Systems Application Domain

› IT systems are everywhere, and organizations of every type couldn’t operate without
them
- Banks

- Retailers

- Public services

› The IT for an enterprise is not generally built and designed as a whole, from scratch
- Many pre-existing systems, glued together

- Large, complex, heterogeneous, distributed applications

- Use commercial-of-the-shelf middleware, databases, web servers, application packages

› Major problems are architecture design, technology selection, application and
business integration



Enterprise Systems?

›1000’s of integrated
applications
›Terabytes of data
›Millions of lines of code
›Some old, some new
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What is Software Architecture?

› It’s about software design
- All architecture is software design, but not all design is software architecture

- Part of the design process

› Simply, architecture focuses on ‘issues that will be difficult/impossible to change once
the system is built’

- Quality attributes like security, performance

- Non-functional requirements like cost, deployment hardware

- More on these later in this lecture

Defintions - ANSI/IEEE Std 1471-2000

› “Architecture is the fundamental organization of a system, embodied in
its components, their relationships to each other and the environment,
and the principles governing its design and evolution.”

Definitions - SEI

› “The software architecture of a program or computing system is the
structure or structures of the system, which comprise software
elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the
relationships among them.”



Definitions – Garlan and Shaw

› “[Software architecture goes] beyond the algorithms and data structures of the
computation; designing and specifying the overall system structure emerges as a new
kind of problem. Structural issues include gross organization and global control structure;
protocols for communication, synchronization, and data access; assignment of
functionality to design elements; physical distribution; composition of design
elements; scaling and performance; and selection among design alternatives.”

Architecture Defines Structure

› Decomposition of system in to components/modules/subsystems
› Architecture defines:

- Component interfaces

- What a component can do

- Component communications and dependencies

- How components communicate

- Component responsibilities

- Precisely what a component will do when you ask it

Structure and Dependencies

› Excessive component dependencies
are bad!

› Key architecture issue
- Identifying components that may

change

- Reduce direct dependencies on these
components

› Creates more modifiable systems
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Architecture Specifies Component Communication

› Communication involves:
- Data passing mechanisms, e.g.:

- Function call
- Remote method invocation
- Asynchronous message

- Control flow
- Flow of messages between components to achieve required functionality
- Sequential
- Concurrent/parallel
- Synchronization



Architecture Patterns/Styles

› Patterns catalogue successfully used structures that facilitate certain kinds of
component communication
- client-server
- N-tier
- Message broker
- Pipeline

› Patterns have well-known characteristics appropriate for particular types of
requirements

› Patterns are very useful things …
- Reusable architectural blueprints
- Help efficiently communicate a design
- Large systems comprise a number of individual patterns
- “Patterns and Styles are the same thing – the patterns people won” [anonymous SEI

member]

Architecture addresses NFRs

› Non-functional requirements (NFRs) define ‘how’ a system works
› NFRs rarely captured in functional requirements

- Aka. architecture requirements
- Must be elicited by architect

› NFRs include:
- Technical constraints
- Business constraints
- Quality attributes

Architecture is an Abstraction

› Architecture provides an abstract view of a design
- Hides complexity of design

- May or may not be a direct mapping between architecture elements and software elements

› Example – A Marketecture
- informal depiction of system’s structure and interactions.

- portray the design philosophies embodied in the architecture

› Every system should have a marketecture:
- Easy to understand

- Helps discussion during design, build, review, sales (!) process

Decomposition

› Hierarchical decomposition is a
powerful abstraction mechanism
- Partitions design

- Allocate components to development
teams Client Broker Server
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Architecture Views

› A software architecture represents a complex design artifact
› Many possible ‘views’ of the architecture

- Cf. with buildings – floor plan, external, electrical, plumbing, air-conditioning

Philippe Krutchen - 4+1 View Model

› Logical view: describes architecturally significant elements of the architecture and the
relationships between them.

› Process view: describes the concurrency and communications elements of an architecture.

› Physical view: depicts how the major processes and components are mapped on to the
applications hardware.

› Development view: captures the internal organization of the software components as held in
e.g. a configuration management tool.

› Architecture use cases: capture the requirements for the architecture; related to more than
one particular view

SEI – Views and Beyond
› Module: structural view of the architecture, comprising the code modules such as

classes, packages and subsystems

› Component and Connector: describes the behavioral aspects of the architecture.
Components are objects, threads or processes, and connectors describe how
components interact.

› Allocation: shows how the processes are mapped to hardware and gives a view of
the source code in the configuration management systems.

› This course will focus on structural and behavioral views

What does an Architect do?

› Many responsibilities:
- Liaison with stakeholders

- Technology knowledge

- Software engineering

- Risk managements

› Long list at:

› http://www.sei.cmu.edu/activities/architecture/arch_duties.html



Architectures and Technologies

› Architects reduce risks by using proven design patterns
› Must map abstract design pattern to concrete implementation

› Software vendors have created (COTS) technologies that explicitly
support widely used patterns
- Makes implementation of patterns easier

- Reduces risk if technology is well built

Architectures and Technologies

› Each technology has multiple vendors/open source versions

› Architects need to choose technology wisely
- Proof of concept prototype

- Detailed feature evaluation

Architectural Patterns/Styles
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What are Quality Attributes

› Often know as –ilities
- Reliability
- Availability
- Portability
- Scalability
- Performance (!)

› Part of a system’s NFRs
- “how” the system achieves its functional requirements

Quality Attribute Specification

› Architects are often told:
- “My application must be fast/secure/scale”

› Far too imprecise to be any use at all
› Quality attributes (QAs) must be made precise/measurable for a given

system design, e.g.
- “It must be possible to scale the deployment from an initial 100 geographically

dispersed user desktops to 10,000 without an increase in effort/cost for
installation and configuration.”



Quality Attribute Specification

› QA’s must be concrete
› But what about testable?

- Test scalability by installing system on 10K desktops?

› Often careful analysis of a proposed solution is all that is possible

› “It’s all talk until the code runs”

Performance

› Many examples of poor performance in enterprise applications

› Performance requires a:

- Metric of amount of work performed in unit time

- Deadline that must be met

› Enterprise applications often have strict performance requirements, e.g.

- 1000 transactions per second

- 3 second average latency for a request

Performance - Throughput

› Measure of the amount of work an application must perform in unit time
- Transactions per second

- Messages per minute

› Is required throughput:
- Average?

- Peak?

› Many system have low average but high peak throughput requirements

Throughput Example
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› Throughput of a message queuing system
- Messages per second (msp)

- Maximum sustainable throughput (MST)

› Note throughput changes as number of receiving threads increases



Performance - Response Time

› measure of the latency an application exhibits in processing a request
› Usually measured in (milli)seconds
› Often an important metric for users
› Is required response time:

- Guaranteed?
- Average?

› E.g. 95% of responses in sub-4 seconds, and 99.9% within 10 seconds

Response Time

› Example shows response time distribution for a J2EE application

Performance - Deadlines

› ‘something must be completed before some specified time’
- Payroll system must complete by 2am so that electronic transfers can be sent to

bank

- Weekly accounting run must complete by 6am Monday so that figures are
available to management

› Deadlines often associated with batch jobs in IT systems.

Something to watch for …

› What is a

- Transaction?

- Message?

- Request?

› All are application specific measures.

› System must achieve 100 mps throughput

- BAD!!

› System must achieve 100 mps peak throughput for PaymentReceived messages

- GOOD!!!



Scalability

› “How well a solution to some problem will work when the size of the
problem increases.”

› 4 common scalability issues in IT systems:
- Request load

- Connections

- Data size

- Deployments

Scalability – Request Load

› How does an 100 tps application behave when simultaneous request load
grows? E.g.
- From 100 to 1000 requests per second?

› Ideal solution, without additional hardware capacity:
- as the load increases, throughput remains constant (i.e. 100 tps), and response

time per request increases only linearly (i.e. 10 seconds).

Scalability – Add more hardware …

Application

ApplicationApplication
Application

Application

Scale-out: Application replicated on
different machines

Scale-up:
Single application instance is
executed on a multiprocessor
machine

CPU

Scalability - reality

› Adding more hard ware should improve performance:
- scalability must be achieved without modifications to application architecture

› Reality as always is different!

› Applications will exhibit a decrease in throughput and a subsequent exponential
increase in response time.
- increased load causes increased contention for resources such as CPU, network and memory

- each request consumes some additional resource (buffer space, locks, and so on) in the
application, and eventually these are exhausted



Scalability – J2EE example
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Scalability - connections

› What happens if number of simultaneous connections to an application
increases
- If each connection consumes a resource?
- Exceed maximum number of connections?

› ISP example:
- Each user connection spawned a new process
- Virtual memory on each server exceeded at 2000 users
- Needed to support 100Ks of users
- Tech crash ….

Scalability – Data Size

› How does an application behave as the data it processes increases in size?
- Chat application sees average message size double?

- Database table size grows from 1 million to 20 million rows?

- Image analysis algorithm processes images of 100MB instead of 1MB?

› Can application/algorithms scale to handle increased data requirements?

Scalability - Deployment

› How does effort to install/deploy an application increase as installation
base grows?
- Install new users?

- Install new servers?

› Solutions typically revolve around automatic download/installation
- E.g. downloading applications from the Internet



Modifiability

› Modifications to a software system during its lifetime are a fact of life.
› Modifiable systems are easier to change/evolve

› Modifiability should be assessed in context of how a system is likely to
change
- No need to facilitate changes that are highly unlikely to occur

- Over-engineering!

Modifiability

› Modifiability measures how easy it may be to change an application to
cater for new (non-) functional requirements.
- ‘may’ – nearly always impossible to be certain

- Must estimate cost/effort

› Modifiability measures are only relevant in the context of a given
architectural solution.
- Components

- Relationships

- Responsibilities

Modifiability Scenarios

› Provide access to the application through firewalls in addition to existing
“behind the firewall” access.

› Incorporate new features for self-service check-out kiosks.
› The COTS speech recognition software vendor goes out of business and

we need to replace this component.
› The application needs to be ported from Linux to the Microsoft Windows

platform.

Modifiability Analysis

› Impact is rarely easy to quantify

› The best possible is a:
- Convincing impact analysis of changes needed

- A demonstration of how the solution can accommodate the modification
without change.

› Minimizing dependencies increases modifiability
- Changes isolated to single components likely to be less expensive than

those that cause ripple effects across the architecture.



Security

› Difficult, specialized quality attribute:
- Lots of technology available

- Requires deep knowledge of approaches and solutions

› Security is a multi-faceted quality …

Security

› Authentication: Applications can verify the identity of their users and other applications
with which they communicate.

› Authorization: Authenticated users and applications have defined access rights to the
resources of the system.

› Encryption: The messages sent to/from the application are encrypted.

› Integrity: This ensures the contents of a message are not altered in transit.

› Non-repudiation: The sender of a message has proof of delivery and the receiver is
assured of the sender’s identity. This means neither can subsequently refute their
participation in the message exchange.

Security Approaches

› SSL
› PKI

› Web Services security
› JAAS

› Operating system security

› Database security
› Etc etc

Availability

› Key requirement for most IT applications
› Measured by the proportion of the required time it is useable. E.g.

- 100% available during business hours

- No more than 2 hours scheduled downtime per week

- 24x7x52 (100% availability)

› Related to an application’s reliability
- Unreliable applications suffer poor availability



Availability

› Period of loss of availability determined by:

- Time to detect failure

- Time to correct failure

- Time to restart application

› Strategies for high availability:

- Eliminate single points of failure

- Replication and failover

- Automatic detection and restart

› Recoverability (e.g. a database)

- the capability to reestablish performance levels and recover affected data after an application or
system failure

Integration

› ease with which an application can be incorporated into a broader
application context
- Use component in ways that the designer did not originally anticipate

› Typically achieved by:
- Programmatic APIs

- Data integration

Integration Strategies

› Data – expose application data for access by other components
› API – offers services to read/write application data through an

abstracted interface
› Each has strengths and weaknesses …

Application

Data

Third Party
Application
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Interoperability through an API facade

Interoperability achieved by direct data
access

Misc. Quality Attributes

› Portability
- Can an application be easily executed on a different software/hardware platform

to the one it has been developed for?

› Testability
- How easy or difficult is an application to test?

› Supportability
- How easy an application is to support once it is deployed?



Design Trade-offs

› QAs are rarely orthogonal

- They interact, affect each other

- highly secure system may be difficult to integrate

- highly available application may trade-off lower performance for greater availability

- high performance application may be tied to a given platform, and hence not be easily
portable

› Architects must create solutions that makes sensible design compromises

- not possible to fully satisfy all competing requirements

- Must satisfy all stakeholder needs

- This is the difficult bit!

Summary

› “The life of a software architect is a long (and sometimes painful)
succession of sub-optimal decisions made partly in the dark”

› Architecture involves complex design decisions

› Architect role is much more than just technical design
› Made harder by early lifecycle nature of much of the design

Summary

› QAs are part of an application’s non-functional requirements
› Many QAs

› Architect must decide which are important for a given application
- Understand implications for application

- Understand competing requirements and trade-offs


